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Introduction

Matthew McGrady is a design and technology teacher at the American Community School in Abu Dhabi. He 

teaches kids from kindergarten through to 12th grade and is given almost carte blanche to engage them in any 

projects related to art, design, media or manufacturing.

The American Community School uses the FormBox as a supplementary tool in the school workshop. Matthew 

McGrady devises projects that use the FormBox and will get kids engaged in making and design processes. The 

kids use the FormBox to change things up from 3D printing into objects made with a variety of materials.



Results

1. Easier budget sign offs due to demonstrable pay-off

2. More detailed and diverse lesson plans with help of online resources

3. Students more engaged and involved in practical making

www.mayku.me

Challenges

Budget
When justifying the outlay on larger priced machines to budget holders, sometimes it was difficult to show what 

value, if any, a machine provided for students.

Size
Getting inspiration for what things to make with certain machines and processes could be difficult. Some machines 

and kits bought for schools either go unused or have a one-time use after which they’re not used at all. The American 

Community School experienced this with a larger industrial vacuum former they have which is rarely used. 

Time
3D printing and laser cutting take a very long time which means a long wait for something physical and concrete 

that the girls can take away from the class.

Solutions

Budget
The FormBox comes with three projects already outlined in the machine’s literature. These can be shown to budget 

holders to help them recognise its value immediately. 

Resources
Online resources available from Mayku’s website provide constant food for thought. While the online community of 

makers on Facebook and Instagram offers a readymade support network.

Time
The FormBox makes things fast, allowing every student a chance to use the machine regularly. Simplicity of use 

means that Matthew can switch the machine on and leave it unattended while the students use it. The FormBox’s 

compact size also means it can easily be moved around.

Larger selection of materials
With the FormBox, 3D printed objects can be transformed using a variety of different materials, this allows for greater 

exploration of material quality and experimentation.


